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In the project we presented future-riders. Poles

who are world-class innovators, role models

for entrepreneurs, academics, artists. 

People who incorporate new technology, courage and groundbreaking perspectives

and who found a way to turn their world around to fulfill their dreams and create the future now. 

Imagine a community

which helps your dreams come true…

A dinner with Elon Musk - consider it done

Flying across the globe to talk to Apple designers - check

Meeting significant people in the entertainment industry in Hollywood - you’ve got it

That is why we created ‘Tomorrownauts’ 



For 4 months tomorrownauts’ stories inspired thousands of people across the country,
both: the readers of Wyborcza and attendees of the meetings in many cities in Poland

We have also opened up a contest

for „Beyond the Horizon Ticket” scholarship for individuals 

who work on interesting and ground-breaking projects.

We wanted the readers and attendees to have a chance to experience how we will all live in 10, 

15 or 20 years from now – how technology, entertainment and food will change in the future.

tomorrow + nauts
(origining  from Polish: jutro + nauci)



30 tomorrow
nauts

Agnieszka Sadowska, Zuzanna Skalska, Robert Konieczny

who reach beyond
the horizon



113 days
project duration

+30
representing various fields working on the project 

(tomorrownauts, experts, scholarship winners)

personalities

1000 guests

465 000
people

at the events

whom we reached with the online 

transmission on Facebook

conferences
-style4 TED 1

future festival
uniting the young and the olders 

to live-experience the future 



over

1,23 mln
readers of Gazeta Wyborcza had an opportunity to read
at least on publication from the „Tomorrownauts” series
(Data from: Polskie Badanie Czytelnictwa; by MillwardBrown; IX-XI.2017; N = 4 980; OTS1+ i Freq 

indicators (publications in Gazeta Wyborcza: 1 Friday, 15 Saturday), edited by  Agora S.A.)

207
projects competing
for the scholarship

77
publications
in the press and online

the wyborcza.pl/jutronauci
website visited by

344 000 uu

595 000 page
views*

generated

(Source: GemiusTraffic, 9.09-31.12.2017)

1 424 908
total reach
of Facebook posts about the project



“ “ “

Amazing woman, congratulations. It is really invigorating, 

after all those tragic news from the country and abroad 

(especially country), to finally read something so beautiful.”

Touching. Hopefully, this innovative attitude 

will soon become medical standard"

Great article. I envy you: your job, passion 

and mission. Good luck!”

Readers’ involvement and enthusiastic 

reception of the project
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Hundreds of comments 

from our readers:



The tomorrownauts have naturally become project ambassadors and shared the feed on their social media accounts

Some even recorded exclusive video invitations for the events

The project was promoted by Polish influencers (with some of them entering the contest for scholarship)

Michał Sadowski

Founder & CEO at Brand24, a social listening tool 

used by 50,000 brands across 78 countries

Tomasz Opasiński

Creative Director of Netflix.com

Igor Kaczmarczyk

21-year old scientist who discovered that amber 

neutralizes drug-resistant bacteries of golden staph



Sebastian Kulczyk

Future is in
our hands

“
Tomorrownauts 
are the people who are not afraid of their true selves and their dreams

businessm
an, international investor, son of Jan Kulczyk


